Insight Consolidated
Billing for AWS

AWS

Helping clients simplify their monthly AWS payments
via a seamless and consolidated billing process.
Over the years, businesses have mostly procured IT infrastructure via a direct purchasing
process and in many cases find it challenging moving to a different payment method that
requires a credit or debit card to consume cloud services.
Procuring services through the Amazon Web Services account via the aws.amazon.com
portal typically involves providing personal and payment information such as credit or
debit card details.
However, card payments sometimes come with their own set of risks and charges (for
credit cards) and don’t offer the opportunity to have a consolidated invoice view for
multiple accounts, making them not the most efficient form of payment.

uk.insight.com

Why not pay for
your AWS monthly
bill via a simple
billing process and
eliminate the risks
related to paying
via credit card.

Insight Consolidated Billing for AWS

Benefits

No additional
or hidden
charges, only
pay for AWS
consumption

Pay via a
single monthly
invoice for one
or more AWS
accounts

Pay your
monthly
invoice in
either GBP,
USD or EUR

Free regular
(3 - 6 months)
WellArchitected
Review on
your AWS
accounts

Setup
monthly
billing
threshold
and receive
alerts

Share AWS
credits across
multiple
accounts

Access to
Insight Billing
Portal for AWS
with detailed
reports
including
Reserved
Instance
optimisation

Seamless
integration
with
CloudCheckr
(at an
additional
cost)

Our Solution
Insight provides a consolidated billing service for AWS that

AWS accounts will need to join the Insight Master Payer Account

enables clients to have a centralised view across all their bills and

through the simple account linking process. At the end of the

pay for their consumption via a monthly invoice issued by Insight.

billing cycle, Insight will aggregate the AWS consumption across

To get on-boarded onto the Insight billing platform, all clients’

the accounts and issue a single invoice to the client.

Our approach to consolidated billing
Sign-off
AWS Billing T&Cs

Complete Client
Checklist

Set up Client
Accounts on Billing

Invoice and
Payment

For more information please contact your Insight Account Manager.
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